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Chairman’s Report – December 2018 

By Terrence Marx 

Greetings, Members. 

I can't believe that we are already well into December! The year has run so fast. Looking back, I must say 
that it was a good year for me; I hope you can say the same too.  

Don't forget the Swap Meet which will be taking place on 15th December. This will be the last time this year 
for members to stock up on modelling essentials for the year and to maybe leave a "To dad, From dad" 
present under the Christmas tree. Once again, we will be setting up the tables at 06:30 that morning, and I 
am again appealing to the members for your assistance in that regard. 

The club will be open for train running daily from 16th to 31st December from 09:00 daily until about 13:00. 
Those who can, please volunteer for those days. Remember, the more we participate in the mall, the harder 
it is for them to tell us to leave. 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your families a Merry Christmas and Prosperous 2019. I 
also hope that you will travel safely to and from your holiday destinations. I also doubt very much whether 
there will be another newsletter at the end of December, given the holidays.  

I want to thank the committee for the wonderful work they did this year, and for the sterling effort they 
have put in, sometimes under very trying circumstances. Please do not forget the AGM which takes place on 
20th of January 2019. Start applying your minds as to who you want on the committee. The notices and 
paperwork will be going out in this regard the week after the swap meet, so be on the lookout for it. 
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Keep the wheels rolling 

Regards 

Terrence 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Newsletter Content 

This newsletter is a little short on original content!  As always, we are looking for contributions from our 

members…  Guys, it’s time to put fingers to keyboards, and write about your train-related experiences!!!!  

Swap Meet Happening Soon!!!  

Yip – we are hosting the next Swap Meet at Northmead on Saturday 15th December!!!  As always, we are 

looking for willing and able hands to help on the day with setting out the tables, and assisting the traders to 

bring in their wares from the car park… and then, after all the fun and excitement (and spending money!), 

to assist with packing everything away and tidying up.  As the host club, it is not just about the fun of grab-

bing up the bargains, looking for those elusive items that will complement our layouts or complete that 

scene that we have had in mind… we have a responsibility to the model railway community, to host the 

best Swap Meet that we are capable of.  And we always come up trumps!  We know that we can count on 

our members to pull in and do what needs to be done!  And so we look forward to seeing you at the Mall at 

06h30 on Saturday 15th!!!!!         

Upcoming AGM 

Now it’s only a month and a half away!  But at this time of year particularly, it is amazing just how quickly 

that time will pass.  The date is set for Sunday 20th January, and it will be held at the same Scout Hall at 

Arrowe Park where we held it last year, again followed by a Bring & Braai and social get-together.  Please 

think about who to propose to be our chairman and secretary for 2019, as well as for any other committee 

positions that may become vacant between now and then and need filling.  Speak to people who you think 

might be suitable candidates, and check if they would consider taking on the role (and try to convince them 

if they say they “can’t”!!), before you just propose them at the AGM…     

Continental Modeller – Johan Leeflang’s Article Published! 

Johan Leeflang, a photographer and long-time friend of EMRIG who has now retired to GrootBrakRivier (be-

tween George and Mosselbaai, for those who don’t know the South Cape!), originally wrote an article for 

our newsletter which has since been “tweaked” and edited and reviewed, and has now been published in a 

Special Edition of Continental Modeller entitled “Modelling Swiss Railways”.  Johan believes that anyone 

with an interest in Swiss Railways (in particular) would definitely want to get themselves a copy of this Spe-
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cial Edition (which will probably need to be ordered specially for them) – Thelma at Hobbies and Models in 

Kensington should be able to assist.   

If anyone would like to get hold of Johan (whose health is unfortunately busy failing him), I have his contact 

details (phone number and email address) – please ask me for them. 

Key Duty Roster – Looking For Additional Members to Assist 

We are in the process of finalising the Key Duty Roster for 2019.  Are there any other members, who are 

“responsible types”, and attend and run trains regularly, who are prepared to take on doing Key Duty?  If 

so, please speak to one of the Committee members, or the Keyman on duty.  Currently the Saturday Key 

Holders do duty about once every two months, while the Wednesday guys do duty about once a month. If 

we had additional members doing duty, it would help to lighten the load.  If you do not already know how 

to power up and turn off the layout, training will be provided.     

Key Duty entails being at the club in time to open up at 09h00 on the appropriate day, turn on and power 

up the layout and the fans (and the kettle!), check the inventory list to ensure that the club’s assets are all 

still there, keep a record of who has attended during the day, and then serve as “host for the day”, not 

even necessarily running your own trains, but facilitating the running session (assisting with switching 

points, serving as “station master” if necessary), guiding and assisting newer members, chatting with visi-

tors, and generally keeping an eye on things (looking out for visitors trying to “touch things”) during the 

session.  And then shutting up shop when it is time to go, turning off the layout (in the correct manner ac-

cording to the procedure), pulling out the plugs, turning the lights off and locking up once everyone else is 

out.  Not too onerous, is it?     

Club Communications Media (our regular reminder) 

These are our newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who have requested such, are emailed a 

copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also housed in the club library.      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, send Niel a message 

at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something important that you need to be notified about.   

 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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Silent No More!! 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

Clean Track & Wheels 
Essential for flawless operation of sound-equipped locos! 

I do not profess to having found the Holy Grail on the track cleaning problem! However over the years, hav-
ing had two layouts, culminating in operating some 15-20 locos on 120+m of mainline track, I’ve gained a bit 
of experience. I have tried many gadgets and methods, with more or less success, to know what works for 
me with the least effort. Let’s be honest – track cleaning at the best of times is PITA, so it stands to reason 
it’s worth it to spend a bit of time to establish what works for you to get the best results. For me, it is im-
portant to keep the track in a state that does not lead me to lose interest in operating only sound-equipped 
head-end power, though that was more apparent in earlier state of the art sound decoders. Today we have 
the help of on-board capacitance and external “Keep Alive” to assist the decoder to bridge bad contact are-
as without interrupting sound operation, and even motor current supply. 

 

    
 
What your track and loco wheels should & shouldn’t look like, for interruption-free sound operation!  

 
 

1. The environment 

There are obvious atmospheric differences pending on the location of a layout as well as how much traffic 
the room is experiencing. Because of the moist climate at the coast compared to the arid conditions on the 

During the past month there was a heated debate on our WhatsApp group about track cleaning, and as dirty track is 

very detrimental to smooth operation but in particular to flawless sound performance, I decided to gather my 

thoughts on that subject and to let you know what has worked best for me over the years on different layouts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIMA SAR CLASS 34 

In Parts 1 & 2 we prepared the Loco chassis to improve electrical pick up and to accept the wire connections from the 

shell, which we modified to accept mounting of a speaker, LED lights and a PCB type decoder. All that now remains for 

us to do is to mate the two assemblies and program the decoder for optimal performance of the loco. 

However as I was loaned another of these models, and while on my work bench I decided to photograph the possible 

fitment of some other components, shown in the addendum below and while they are more costly, they do offer some 

interesting alternatives 
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Reef, the needs are quite different, and I dare say we on the dry Reef are better off. Also, if we compare the 
public access of say the EMRIG location to that of my closed train room – the amount of visitors that chuff 
the bare concrete floor at EMRIG, creating microscopic cement dust, vs. a closed purpose-made room, it 
should be obvious who needs to clean track more often. 
 
However I believe in one principle that states: “The more you run your trains, the less you have to clean 
track”. This I have found to be true, even more so if you include a track cleaning car, as discussed later, in 
each train that you operate. 

 

2. Hand & Elbow grease 

First on the list of cleaning options is the trusted old track cleaning rubber – known by the generic term 
“BrightBoy”. They are available from various manufacturers but I found the only make available in ZA that is 
useful is the one from ROCO! All others I found are either to be too hard, and smear rather than remove dirt, 
or then too soft and crumble in no time at all. 
 

         
 

These porous rubber blocks contain a small amount of very fine grit so that when you rub this block over 
the top of the rails it removes dirt as well as patina from the rail head. As your hand / arm may be too clum-
sy / short to reach all places, as well as between structures, like catenary masts and signals, etc., some 
holders have been designed by manufacturers and DIY modellers to serve that purpose.  I saw them at a 
price on the shelves at the opening of @TRAINZ in Benoni – but under normal home use my first one lasted 
several years – and the thin pieces left are still used for special places.  
 
In any event, it is advisable to pass a vacuum cleaner over the rubbed trackage so as to suck up the dust left 
behind as we don’t want that back on rails and/or wheels. 

 

3. The use of cleaning liquids 

 

Lots has been written and discussed in internet Forums on the use of liquids – but the first thing to remem-

ber when using any of them is to make sure that the liquid is plastic- and paint-compatible. The last thing 

you want to do is to weaken the chairs that hold the rails to the sleeper, affect plastic wheels on your rolling 
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stock, and / or dissolve the painstakingly airbrushed weathering on rail and sleepers! So be sure to first test 
whatever you’ve been advised to use on a piece of track or rolling stock where it does not matter. I tried 
them all and the only two that I find that work are GooGone, marketed as a citrus-based household cleaner 
that I’ve only once seen in Pick&Pay and my next bottle has had to come from the US, yet the first lasted me 
since 2002! The other is from Train Craft that I bought many years ago from MTE, but I’ve not looked on 
their shelves recently to see whether they still stock it. 
 
All my experimentation with cleaning liquids revealed one important aspect – any liquid that can dissolve 
crud and oils without damaging paints and / or plastic is good to use, but IT HAS TO BE REMOVED AFTER 
APLICATION, TOGETHER WITH THE DIRT to leave clean and dry rails. To know how I do that, see paragraph 
on “My Method” further on. 
 
While there are also good products available from MR Manufacturers, to be used in their cleaning cars dis-
cussed further on, which work equally well, I also found some weird and wonderful suggestions on the Ya-
hoo interest groups that I tried and as stated without any success. The weirdest was to place a few drops of 
Automatic Transmission Fluid or De Wahl Oil on the rail in front of a Loco and then run it, needless to say 
that my locos did not get very far before wheels were too dirty to make sufficient contact. But by far my 
worst experience was with Q20 where it was suggested that the rails should remain lightly coated with this 
fix-all electrical problems Muti – that nearly scuppered an operating session and only a manual rub with my 
trusty ROCO BrightBoy saved the day! 
 

4. Mechanical devices 

There is a plethora of items available on the market that can, depending on your particular circumstances 
and conditions, make your track cleaning chore somewhat easier by mechanising what we have discussed 
so far. The simplest item I’ve come across to date is a small pad covered with fibrous tissue that, if clipped 
correctly on a vehicle’s axle, will wipe over the railhead with a slight pressure derived from friction with the 
rotating axle.   
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Box cars are available in both US and European prototype livery that have a pad that has a 3mm layer of the 
same material as that of the BrightBoy, mounted on pins in the centre beam. Downward pressure is applied, 
either by springs or weight, so as to rub with purpose over the rail head just like when you rub it manually 
with your BrightBoy. Those pads are available as replacement parts, and a visual proof of their effectiveness 
is the dirt tracks on them that need to be brushed off periodically. I use a suede brush from our shoe clean-
ing kit, as that brush has some brass bristles for best effect. 
   
 

      
 
Of course the adventurous modeller can fashion a facsimile of this design with any vehicle of his choice, and, 
way back when, I did many of the LIMA Vz guards vans like that, as the steps hide the pad from the rivet 
counter’s eye! 
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Equally, there are Tank Cars available from EU as well as US manufacturers that hold track cleaning fluid, 
with a regulated dispenser dripping fluid sparingly onto a felt cloth-covered lead weight and so rubs like 
with a moist cleaning rag over the rail head, hopefully dissolving the oils and crud and absorbing it into the 
cloth, which needs to be washed or replaced periodically. 
 
  

          
 
 
The infamous (in the US) CenterLine car with its caged roller is another way to use track cleaning fluid to get 
crud freed off the rail head. You tie strips cut from kitchen wipes around the heavy roller, then soak it in 
track cleaning fluid (a sample bottle of GooGone is supplied)  and the forward motion of the car gets the 
roller to rotate and soak railhead and at the same time blot up the crud.  
 
The car, which basically is simply a short bogey chassis, can be converted / covered to look like an ordinary 
vehicle belonging on your pike, my crude attempt shown here is purely for illustrative purpose.  
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Stepping up the ante, some manufacturers like DAPOL (UK), TOMIX (Japan in N) and LUX MODELLE (DE) now 
offer vehicles that incorporate all of the above to allow you to run them around your layout in analogue DC 
(ADC) or even now DCC to control their individual functions when needed.     
 
The DAPOL track cleaning car shown here offers a choice of disc pads, covered in different abrasive materi-
als that will span across both rail heads, followed by a vacuum cleaner, all built into one car. In the centre is 
a mesh covered lid that can be taken off to tip out the collected dirt – you will be amazed what that picks up 
off your layout after a full tour! Unfortunately the looks are totally functional and as such do not really fit 
into any prototype modelling, but then you would run it only before an operation rather than during. This 
vehicle is also available in N-Gauge but marketed under the TOMIX brand out of Japan.       
 
 

   
 
The offering from LUX MODELLE in principle is the same, except that they separated rubbing and vacuuming. 
The former is using a choice of rollers of different abrasive materials and both are motorised, not for pro-
pulsion but to operate the rotation of the roller and the vacuum cleaner. They are also available in DCC to 
regulate the speed of both motors.    
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If you do model European prototypes these cleaning cars will fit into your operation as they are modelled 
loosely on a telescopic roof car found on the continent.   
 

5. Wheel cleaning 

As I said in my opening remarks, cleanliness of loco wheels is as important as clean track is, to achieve fault-
less sound operations. Unfortunately there is usually more to that than just the wheel tread and to this end 
I refer you to my article in the April 2017 newsletter on servicing the Frateschi Diesel. However for a quick 
polishing of the wheel treads this offering from TRIX is ideal as it can be placed on powered track to allow 
the loco to do the work for you.  

 

     
 

6. My Method 

Having discussed all the methods that I’ve tried, and as I’ve only superficially tested the DAPOL and LUX 
models – herewith what I have ended up with for now: 
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My track cleaning detail consists of the TRIX tank car (I only soak the pad), the CentreLine car with a dry 
roller, and 5 box cars with the Brightboy pad – all pushed by 2 heavy ATLAS Train Master Co-Co diesels. 
Although I run this train around my whole layout before an operating session, I do also clean most of the 
open track first with a rub of my BrightBoy. However, due to some design limitations of my track plan, there 
are some sections of track too far to reach if I don’t remove the access panels built in for that purpose, 
which is PITA. That is where my track cleaning train proves its worth – a couple of passes fore and aft and 
assuming all loco wheels were cleaned we have never experienced a stall in those sections yet! 

7. NO-NOs! 

As there is still some space left on this page, as an afterthought let me tell you about some absolute no-
no’s, not because I believe you might try them but simply as some anecdotes of what you hear or are asked 
about. The worst by far was the guy who suggested the best is a fine needle file as it takes out the high 
spots at the same time. I advised him to cease that practice unless he intended to modify his layout from 
code 100 to code 83. And there is the panel-beater who thinks as he can get that straightened mudguard as 
smooth as a baby’s bottom with 200 grit water paper it should work on his rails, and then can’t understand 
why he has to clean even more often – the microscopic groves he inflicted on the rail heads manage to hold 
more dirt. Then there was the mother who was helping her son to build his first layout, asking whether she 
could use her steel wool pot scrapers – not only does it groove the rail head but leaves debris behind that 
gets into everything like gears and motors with fatal effect.  

John Burkhardt 2018.12.04 

My Operations Adventures – Locomotives ……?? 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Editor’s Note: Our friend and regular correspondent has been having a torrid time with a large problematic 

work-project requiring him to spend lots of time in Richards Bay, most of it dealing with issues that have left 

him exhausted, and NOT in the frame of mind conducive to writing about Operations…  we’re hoping he will 

get an opportunity to rest over Christmas, so that we’ll be able to enjoy his next article in our next edition….   
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The Newest Local (Benoni!) Model Train Shop! - @Trainz 

By Brian Dawson 

On Saturday 1st December, Rene’ Bosch, one of our club members, officially opened a new model trains 
shop in Lakeside, Benoni, less than 5 kms from our clubhouse at NMM !  Although the shop, and particularly 
the workshop, has effectively been open for some months already, and Rene’ has certainly been trading at a 
couple of the Swap Meets already, Saturday was its OFFICIAL opening, and quite a number of our club 
members were there to support him!!  The fact that there was craft beer on tap, and snacks on offer, 
probably served as an additional attraction to at least some of the members to be there on the day! 

 

 

Rene’ symbolically cutting the ribbon to open @Trainz  

The shop will be open regularly on Fridays and Saturdays, from 9am until whenever…. like whenever the 
rugby might be starting… and at other times during the week only by special arrangement.  If you are 
wanting to pop in at other times during the week, you will need to give Rene’ a ring on 082-564-3277, to 
see if he is working around locally (yes, he still needs to make a living doing a “proper job” as well!), and if 
convenient he can arrange to meet you and open up. 
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The “shop” portion of the 
premises (a converted 
double garage) is just a 
small part of what happens 
there!...  Rene’ obviously 
stocks all the basic 
requirements for our model 
train hobby – new as well as 
used rolling stock, track, 
track maintenance stuff, 
landscaping materials, 
paints, building kits, second-
hand buildings, etc.  He also 
stocks trees provided by all 
four of our local “tree 
suppliers”!  But the 
workshop adjacent to the 
shop is where all the fun 
and really interesting stuff 
happens!!   

Rene’s particular passion is SAR, and in providing state-of-the-art SAR locos and rolling stock to the 
marketplace, in every size imaginable, ranging from N Gauge right up to the big 1 Gauge stuff, and also 
including 12mm Cape Gauge!  He specialises in customizing locos, and ensuring that livery is absolutely true 
to prototype.  Rene’ is assisted in the shop and workshop by Sanele (who is a member of both the N Gauge 
Guild and the Cape Gauge Club).   
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Rene’s test tracks extend out from the workshop through customised portals to an outside section as well, a 
unique feature allowing him also to entertain customers relaxing outside in the shady courtyard.  

 

 

The inside (left) and outside (right) view of the test / demo track 

Services provided by the workshop side of things, apart from the manufacturing and customizing activities,  
include general repairs, but mostly decoder and sound fitments, and even inclusion of (and modifications to) 
steam for the 1 Gauge big boys.   

We wish Rene’ well in this new venture, and encourage our members and general public to support @Trainz.  
Look out for their very distinct logo at Swap Meets and Expos! 
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Recognise any of these faces?  EMRIG members there in support at the opening 

 

  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By… no-one once again…. 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 
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 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 

 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November same story… 

 2018 December same story….  

But there is NOTHING to stop anyone from offering to write for us - anytime!!!!!!    
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 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the Key Duty Roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the regular 2018 Duty Roster till the end of January 2019. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in the public domain; however, these are on 

the full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club, and the copy emailed to duty members, if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make an arrangement to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 
 
Sat 1-12  Colin A 1 Wed 5-12 

Kallie vB 

2 Sat 8-12 William vdB 2 Wed 12-12 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-12 Johan dV 3 Wed 19-12 Jimmy M 

4 Sat 22-12 Glynn C 4 Wed 26-12  ????? 

5 Sat 29-12 Kobus P 1 Wed 2-1 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 5-1 Jimmy M 2 Wed 9-1     Colin A 

2 Sat 12-1 Terrence M 3 Wed 16-1 Dave W 

3 Sat 19 -1 Kobus P 4 Wed 23-1 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-1 Colin A 5 Wed 30-1 Jan K 

1 Sat 2-2 Theuns W 1 Wed 6-2 Kallie vB 

 

A special roster is in preparation covering the period 16th to 31st December…. 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets, to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Saturday 8th December, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Saturday 8th December, Reefsteamers to Magaliesberg 

 Sunday 9th December, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan 
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 Saturday 15th December, EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead 

 Saturday 15th December, Reefsteamers to Magaliesberg – Christmas Special! 

 Sunday 16th December, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan 

 Monday 17th December, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan 

 Sunday 13th January, EMRIG Committee Meeting, Northmead 

 Sunday 20th January, EMRIG Annual General Meeting 10h00, venue Arrowe Park, Homestead 

 Saturday 23rd February, EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead 

   

Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Terrence Marx       tmarx@942.co.za 

Past Chairman – position unfilled…. 

Secretary – position now sadly vacant… 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Niel Wilson       freightcars@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Dave Wynne       davewynne@icon.co.za 

Events Manager – (Brian Dawson taking over, under guidance of Colin TT)…. 

Swap Meet Manager – Kobus Pelser   

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
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Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2019 WILL SHORTLY BE DUE FOR PAYMENT! 

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2019 WILL MOST LIKELY STAY THE SAME AS THEY 
WERE THIS PAST COUPLE OF YEARS – THEY ARE – R400,00 FOR ORDINARY 
MEMBERS, R600,00 FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP.  THIS WILL HOWEVER BE 
DISCUSSED AND CONFIRMED AT THE AGM IN JANUARY.  BUT YOU ARE WELCOME 
TO PAY IN THE MEANTIME, AND AVOID ANY POSSIBLE INCREASE THAT MAY BE 
AGREEED TO! ;-) 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER? – CASH 
DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 


